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GREENLAND 
Northern Lights 

Including stopovers in Copenhagen 
 

As your Tour Operator IAAT has a duty of care toward its travellers so the following conditions have been 
added to our 2021 itineraries. 
 

In light of the ongoing COVID-19 virus, tours will only operate if: 

 The UK travel ban to the country or countries has been lifted 

 The host country or countries has no travel ban in place 

 The advice from www.gov.uk states there are no health restrictions in the host country or 
countries. 
 

 

PROVISIONAL ITINERARY (all times local) 

Wednesday, 22nd – Tuesday, 28th September, 2021 
 

 

Looking to go somewhere completely different?  
Then Greenland is THE place.  Many of you will 
have seen some of it on your way to/from the USA or 
Canada, but now there is the opportunity to see this 
beautiful country from ground level. 
 

We understand that we will be the first ever group of 
aviation enthusiasts and photographers to be allowed 
access to the 2 main airports: Kangerlussuaq and 
Nuuk. The former is the international airport and the 
latter is Air Greenland’s maintenance facility.  
 
Our airport visits have been approved by the 

Greenland Airports Authority. 

 
Pictured above is Air Greenland’s Airbus A330 about to land at Kangerlussuaq Airport. 
 
As of December 2020, the airline operates a fleet of 26 aircraft, including long-haul type for transatlantic 
and charter flights, 8 fixed-wing aircraft primarily serving the domestic network, and 18 helicopters 

feeding passengers from the smaller communities into the domestic airport network. There is: 1 Airbus 
A330-200, 1 B200 King Air, 7 De Havilland Canada DHC-8-200s, 7 Bell 212s, 9 Eurocopter AS350s and 2 
Sikorsky S-61Ns.  
 
Not the biggest fleet in the world, so its not quantity but quality – and rarity. Air Greenland’s fleet doesn’t 
come to the UK so you have to go to them. 
 

Air Iceland Connect fly from/to Iceland. In the summer 
months a variety of charter airlines fly into Kangerlussuaq to 
rendezvous with various cruise ships which come into the 
town’s port. 

 
We fly with British Airways out of London Heathrow Airport 
to/from Copenhagen, and from there with Air Greenland 

to/from Kangerlussuaq; we stay each night in a comfortable 
hotel in Copenhagen and Greenland; travel in-country is on 
domestic services of Air Greenland (we don’t foresee having 
to charter any coaches for our airport ramp tours); and one 
of Ian Allan Aviation Tour’s very experienced and well-
travelled Tour Managers accompanies the tour. 

 
Bed and breakfast in Copenhagen and Half Board (breakfast and 2-course evening meal) in Greenland. 
 
The hotel at Kangerlussuaq Airport is shown above: it is to the right of the illuminated terminal building.  

http://www.gov.uk/
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Please note that due to Air Greenland’s flight schedule - an early departure from Copenhagen and a late 

evening arrival on the return - we have no option but to stay overnight at a Copenhagen Airport hotel on 
both the journey out and back (included in the tour price). 

 
Greenland’s nature is unique but can be difficult to 
access. Therefore, the area around Kangerlussuaq is 
something very special, as there is a large road network 
that leads to lookout points, lakes and a place where 

you can get up on the ice sheet itself. This photo of the 
Northern Lights is taken in Kangerlussuaq. 
 
In addition to the road network, there are also other 
traces of the former US base on the site. For example 
the former military buildings and barracks, and, 

Greenland has chosen to retain the American names on many of the most famous excursion sites, such 
as Point 660, Russel Glacier, Lake Ferguson, Watson River, Sugar Loaf and Black Ridge. 
 

The gateway to the rest of the world is the international airport at 
Kangerlussuaq. There is a large population of reindeer and musk 

oxen in the area (pictured left), and if you are lucky you will see 
both animal species if you take a tour around the countryside. 
There are also arctic hares, polar foxes and a rich bird life, so it is 

important to keep your eyes open – binoculars will be very handy.  
 
For information and photos on the area please go to website: 
https://www.hotelkangerlussuaq.gl/en/experiences/ . 

 
This tour is perfect for non-aviation enthusiasts with various, fabulous sightseeing tours available. 
Sightseeing trips out of Kangerlussuaq can be booked with local tour company Albatross Travel; click-on 

their website for details: https://albatros-arctic-circle.com/excursions/kangerlussuaq . 
 
Holidays to Greenland are ‘off the beaten track’ and are priced at the top of the ‘expensive’ range; but we 
are offering somewhere different and this incredibly beautiful, awesome country does just that. 
 
Why not extend your stay in Greenland? Or Copenhagen? Or both! Please contact us for details. 

 

PROVISIONAL ITINERARY (all times local & approximate) 

 

DAY 1: WEDNESDAY, 22nd SEPTEMBER  
Between 10:30 - 11:35 please check in with British Airways in Terminal 5 at London Heathrow Airport; 
then meet your Ian Allan Tour Manager and fellow enthusiasts who will be gathering next to column G on 
the Departures concourse. Latest recommended check-in time by BA is 2 hours prior to departure 11:35: 
 

  London Heathrow Airport, Terminal 5  Flight: BA 818        Departs: 13:35  
  Copenhagen Kastrup Airport, Terminal 2             Arrives: 17:25 
 
After Passport Control, Baggage Reclaim and Customs we enter the Arrivals Hall and go along to the 
newly opened (March 2021) Comfort Hotel Copenhagen Airport, a 5-minutes walk from Terminals 2 and 
3. We stay overnight on a B&B basis.  

 
Facilities include a ‘bareception’ (bar combined with reception), free wi-fi, a ‘deli-café’ and a sky bar on 

the 11th floor looking out over Copenhagen and Sweden across the sea. Or take your evening meal at a 
restaurant in either Terminal 2 or 3 (at your own expense).  Website: 
https://www.nordicchoicehotels.com/hotels/denmark/kastrup/comfort-hotel-copenhagen-airport/   
 

DAY 2: THURSDAY, 23rd SEPTEMBER  
At 07:30 we return to Terminal 2 together as a group - or independently at an earlier time, as you wish - 
and check in with Air Greenland for the 4hrs 40 minutes flight to Greenland. Latest recommended check 
in time is 2 hours prior to departure: 08:00.  
   

  Copenhagen             Flight: GL 781            Departs: 10:00 
  Kangerlussuaq                     Arrives:  10:40 

 
 

https://www.hotelkangerlussuaq.gl/en/experiences/
https://albatros-arctic-circle.com/excursions/kangerlussuaq
https://www.nordicchoicehotels.com/hotels/denmark/kastrup/comfort-hotel-copenhagen-airport/
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After the usual arrival formalities we walk to the Hotel 

Kangerlussuaq which is located within the terminal.  It has 70 
rooms of which 29 look out over the airport and we have 

asked for as many as possible to be reserved for our group. 

All rooms look towards the mountains that surround the hotel. 
We stay 4 nights on a Half Board basis. On-site facilities 
include a cafeteria, restaurant and The Green Bar. Wi-fi is 
widely available for a charge: please see page 6 of “General 
Information”.  
 

Photo right shows the hotel: 100 yards from the A330’s nose! 
 
The first airfield was built here during the US occupation in 1941 and was known as “Bluie West-8”, later 
renamed Sondrestromfjord Air Base and then Sondrestrom Air Base. 
 
The remainder of today is free. 
 

DAY 3: FRIDAY, 24rd SEPTEMBER  
Today we fly down to Air Greenland’s main engineering and 

maintenance facility at Nuuk – the capital city of Greenland 
(and reputedly the world’s smallest city); latest check in 

time is 1 hour prior to departure, 07:35. 
 
  Kangerlussuaq  Flight: GL 541         Departs: 08:35  
  Nuuk             Arrives:  09:30 
 
On arrival we meet Rita Muller the Airport Manager; later 

we go over to visit Air Greenland’s main maintenance  
facility (pictured right). 
 
Returning to the airport terminal we check in for our return 
flight back to Kangerlussuaq. 
 
  Nuuk Airport         Flight: GL 556       Departs:13:30 

  Kangerlussuaq         Arrives: 14:25 

 
The remainder of the afternoon is free. 
 

DAYS 4 & 5: SATURDAY, 25th & SUNDAY, 26th SEPTEMBER  
Arrangements for air-side access during our stay in Kangerlussuaq 
have yet to be finalised with the airport authorities, though initial 
permission has been given by Peter Hogh the Airport Manager who 
will make “your stay as profitable as possible”. 
 
We take photos of aircraft on the ramp and also on final approach 
to the nearby runway threshold (depending on the wind direction).  

 
Both days will be a mixture of aviation and sightseeing – do as 
much or as little of one, or both, as you wish! 

 

DAY 6: MONDAY, 27th SEPTEMBER  
Time to return to Denmark. We check-in with Air Greenland no 

later than 09:40 for the flight to Copenhagen. 
 
  Kangerlussuaq            Flight: GL 780         Departs: 11:40 
  Copenhagen                  Arrives: 20:00 
 
After Passport Control, Baggage Reclaim and Customs we enter 
the Arrivals Hall and return to the Comfort Hotel Copenhagen 

Airport, a 5-minutes walk away. 
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DAY 7: TUESDAY, 28th SEPTEMBER  
This morning we check-in with British Airways for our flight back to London; you may check-in 
individually at a time of your own choosing or with your Tour Manager (time to be decided). Latest 

recommended check-in time is 2 hours prior to departure: 11:45.  
 

  Copenhagen Kastrup Airport , Terminal 2  Flight: BA 815        Departs: 13:45 
  London Heathrow Airport, Terminal 5           Arrives:  14:50 
 

Whilst waiting for our luggage to appear on the baggage carousel we take the opportunity to bid each other 
farewell – until our paths cross again. 
 
 

 

TOUR PRICE PER 
PERSON 

 

 

TOUR: 227123 

  
From: £2,798.00 Package price based on sharing a twin bedded room on a bed and 

breakfast basis throughout 

 
From: £440.00 

 
Single room supplement 

 
From: £1,099.00 

 
Land-only (NO flights but including 2 stays at the Copenhagen hotel) 
PLEASE SPEAK WITH ONE OF OUR CONSULTANTS BEFORE BOOKING 
 

 

 

TOUR PRICE INCLUDES 
 
 Flights on the scheduled services of British Airways from 

London’s Heathrow Airport and Copenhagen Kastrup Airport  
 Flights on the scheduled services of Air Greenland from 

Copenhagen Kastrup and Kangerlussuaq Airports 

 Flights on the scheduled services of Air Greenland 
Kangerlussuaq-Nuuk-Kangerlussuaq 

 UK, Danish and Greenland airport taxes, and UK Passenger 

Service Charge 
 6 nights hotel accommodation in rooms with en-suite facilities, 

as stated 
 Breakfast each morning 
 2-course evening meal at the Hotel Kangerlussuaq 
 Services of an Ian Allan Tour Manager throughout 

 

NOT INCLUDED 
 
 Any transfers by coach (if any)  

 Meals, other than those stated above 
 Any local sightseeing tours and/or flights 

 Visa if required – currently not required by UK/EU passport 
holders 

 Travel insurance 
 Personal expenditure, e.g. telephone calls, laundry, drinks, etc. 
 Tips and gratuities  
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Tours Affected by World Events or Unforeseen/Unplanned Circumstances 
In an ever-changing world, events may occur immediately before or during a tour that result in 
cancellations or changes to the tour itinerary.  For example, an increase in security may result in an 
approved visit being cancelled by the host, etc..  Eton Travel cannot be held responsible for any tour 
being cancelled, or itineraries affected, due to world events or circumstances beyond our control. 

 

Payment for Ian Allan Aviation Tours 
A deposit of £400.00 per person per tour should accompany your Booking Form, with the balance due 10 
weeks prior to the tour’s departure.  Please see your Booking Confirmation/Invoice for the exact date. 

Please note that a reminder of the payment date will not be sent. 
 

Coach Travel 
Ian Allan Aviation Tours only use coaches chartered from reputable companies, with a driver. Where we 
have had to cancel a tour, due to the small number of bookings, we have looked at the possibility of 
renting a 16-18 seater mini-van, with our tour manager driving. However, without exception, the hiring 
of such a vehicle is illegal if any of the occupants make any payment towards the rental price, fuel and/or 
other expenses - known as “for hire or reward”.  Any such rental, made without these facts being made 
known to the rental company at the time of booking, also invalidates all insurance covering the vehicle, 

contents and persons. The DVLA has also confirmed that any “for hire or reward” rental could breach the 
normal driving classification of a standard UK driver’s license.  Therefore, we do not undertake any tours 
using 9-18 seater mini-vans from a rental company; either with our tour manager, or a member of the 
group, driving. 
 

Passports and Visa  
The FCO's consular service is a major operation. Every hour of every day consular staff around the world 

are advising and helping British nationals.   We suggest you visit www.fco.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo for 
up-to-date passport, visa, security and health information on the destination you intend visiting. 
 
Citizens of the UK are required to be in possession of a Full UK Passport which must be valid for at least 6 
months from the date of your return to the UK.   

 
UK citizens do not require a visa to enter Denmark or Greenland.  Non-UK citizens should contact the 
relevant Embassy in their country of residence for specific information and instructions. 
 

Baggage Regulations –British Airways – Departing from London’s Heathrow Airport 
Checked Baggage: Included within the cost of your air ticket is 1 piece of ‘checked’ baggage per 

person, the total dimensions of which must not exceed 158 cm/ 62 inches in total (width + length 
+depth). Maximum weight is 23kg (50lb). 
 
Cabin Baggage: for travel out of London’s Heathrow Airport, BA’s carry-on baggage size is 55 x 40 x 23 
cm/ 21 x 15 x 9 inches; the permitted dimensions for the personal item are max. 40 x 30 x 10 cm/ 15 x 

11 x 3.9 inches. You must be able to lift the bag into the overhead locker unaided. Carry-on baggage 
must be stowed in carry-on compartments of the aircraft, under a seat, or in an overhead locker. Your 

bag must also fit into the bag gauge, available at the check-in area. All larger-sized items must go in the 
aircraft’s hold. 
 

Baggage Regulations – Air Greenland - Economy Class – from/to Copenhagen Airport 
Hold baggage - 1 item of checked baggage is carried free of charge; it must not exceed 20kgs, and 
combined total measurements (width + length + depth) are to be no larger than 158cms.  

 
Hand baggage - Passengers can take 1 standard-sized bag no bigger than 55cm x 40cm x 23cm 
(118cm) including wheels, pockets and handles. There is a weight limit for cabin baggage of 8kg.  
 

http://www.fco.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo
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For both airlines, restrictions remain in place for the carriage of liquids, gels, and creams in hand 

baggage for all passengers departing from and transferring through all EU airports. Some other airports 
around the world operate their own restrictions. Customers are advised to check before they travel. 

 
Limited quantities of liquids (individual containers must not exceed 100ml or 3½ fl oz), are allowed as 
hand baggage but must be carried separately through security in a clear plastic, zip-top or re-sealable 
bag that does not exceed 20cm x 20cm, or quart size. Items must fit in the bag comfortably and the bag 
must be completely closed. 

 
The bag can only contain liquids such as shampoo, suntan lotions, creams, toothpaste, hair gel and hair 
spray, perfumes, cosmetics such as mascara and lip-gloss, water and other drinks, soups and syrups and 
other items of a similar consistency. 
 
Cigarette lighters are NOT permitted in hold baggage or through the security search. These may be 

purchased airside. 
 
Hand baggage can also include electronic equipment such as mobile phones, digital cameras and MP3 
players (such as i-Pods). Laptops must be removed from the bag for x-ray. 
 

Prescription medicines in liquid form, e.g. diabetic kit can also be included. 
 

At security all remaining items should be placed in the tray provided for screening, e.g. car keys and 
fobs, cash, solid food, books, newspapers, cigarettes and tobacco, belts and shoes. Walking aids/chairs 
are permitted but must be x-ray screened. You may also be subjected to a hand search by the security 
team and/or required to remove footwear to be x-rayed. 
 

Baggage Weight Restrictions – UK Airports   
Since 1st June 2004, any single piece of checked baggage weighing more than 32kgs has not been 
accepted at check-in by any airline operating from a UK airport. Please bear this in mind when packing.   
 

Meals 
Meals are not normally included in the price of our tours unless they are included within the room rate as 
we realise that not everyone wants three meals a day.  Furthermore, hotel meals can be expensive and in 
general, we have found it is better to allow each person to decide for themselves. Breakfast is included in 
both hotels on this tour plus a 2-course evening meal at the Hotel Kangerlussuaq. 

 
In-flight meals when included within the cost of the air ticket form part of the tour price, however some 
airlines (primarily European carriers) now only serve refreshments for which they charge accordingly. 
 

Wi-Fi in Greenland 
It is not free in Greenland. In the hotel the charges, in Danish Krone (DKK), are:   

 
1 hr: 40 DKK = £4.75 approx 
3 hrs: 100 DKK = £11.85 approx 
24 hrs: 200 DKK = £23.70 approx 
3 days: 400 DKK = £47.50 approx 
 

Electricity 
Greenland uses the same 220-240V electricity settings and plug sockets (2-pin round) as Denmark, like 
most of Europe, but some places also have ‘Europlug’ outlets. Don’t forget to pack a suitable adaptor. 
 

Health Requirements 
There are no known mandatory or recommended health precautions for Denmark or Greenland at the 
time of travel. However, we strongly recommend you check with your local doctor or health centre for the 
latest information. 
 

Weather 
Daytime temperatures usually reach 6°C in Kangerlussuaq in September, falling to -2°C at night. There 

are normally 4 hours of bright sunshine each day (that's 33% of daylight hours).And there are usually 9 
days with some rain during the month with the rain sometimes falling as snow. This month is one of the 
most popular times to visit Greenland, during its short tourist season. 
 
Sunrise/sunset on 23 September (arrival day) is 07:08/19:19; and on 27 September (departure day) 
07:22/19:03. In other words, daytimes of around 12 hours. 
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Climate  
September is one of the most pleasant months for visiting Greenland as it is the end of summer but not 
yet winter. Kangerlussuaq has a mainland climate which is very stable. It is often around minus 20 

degrees in winter and an average temperature around 10 – 15 degrees in high summer. Due to the dry 
air in Greenland, the temperatures are experienced differently than in Europe. Summer can feel very hot, 
and a day with minus 10 degrees and sun, can be a super day to be out and about. 
 

Dress 
Think basic and practical, but of course you should also feel comfortable. It’s most important to be 
practical. We recommend you follow the layer-on-layer principle, which enables you to add or reduce 
layers according to the current weather.  
 
In addition to your regular clothes, we recommend: hiking shoes or boots (water-proof and profiled 

soles), wind- and water-proof outerwear (lightweight), fleece jacket/vest, thermal underwear (best to 
pack even if you don’t wear them!), t-shirts, both short and long-sleeved, jeans, hat and gloves. 
 
The air is dry and the sun is strong in Greenland, so do take: sunscreen (high factor and oil-based), 
sunglasses, hat or cap and lip balm. 
 

Currency 
In Denmark and Greenland the local currency is the same: the Danish Krone (DKK). 
 

In Greenland you can pay with the most common credit and debit cards in most towns. You can usually 
also buy excursions and souvenirs with credit cards. You can withdraw cash in the larger towns. We 
recommend that you always have some cash on you, especially whilst in Greenland, in case you want to 
buy something, for example, if you go on any sightseeing tours. 
 

ATMs are located in both hotels and both airports. 
 

Wheelchair Assistance at Airports. 
Anyone requiring wheelchair assistance at the airports must have this service requested and confirmed in 
advance. Airlines and/or airports can no longer provide this service without prior confirmation, therefore, 
please annotate your booking form accordingly. 

 
To comply with flight safety regulations, when going air-side at the airports you must be able to walk 

without the aid of a walking stick, crutches or wheelchair. This is mandatory under Danish law. 
 

Travel Insurance 
For citizens of the United Kingdom, Ian Allan Aviation Tours are able to offer competitive and 

comprehensive insurance cover.  However, if you do not wish to take out our insurance, you must ensure 
that comparable or greater cover is taken.  The number of your Insurance Policy should be written, if 
known, on your Booking Form at the time of making the reservation, but no later than the date when 
final payment is due.  A copy of the policy must be forwarded to Eton Travel Ltd. 
 
Individual insurance policies are arranged for which the premium will vary according to your 
circumstances.  Full details are available on request. 

 

Flexible Itinerary 
We are very happy for enthusiasts to take time away from the printed itinerary to pursue their own 
interests during multi-day stays in the same place, so long as they inform the Tour Manager.  It will be 
the individual’s responsibility to ensure that they re-join the group in the hotel at the stated time on the 

day of departure. 
 

Land Only Price 
For enthusiasts who would prefer to join and leave the tour at the hotel in Greenland (instead of flying 
from London with the main group), we have included a ‘Land Only’ price.  This price does NOT include 
any flights (international nor domestic). It does include the 2 stays at the Copenhagen Airport hotel, 

however, these can also be deducted if you plan not to travel via Copenhagen, but instead via Iceland for 
example. You are strongly advised to contact us before making your own flight arrangements in the 
event that there has been a change to the published itinerary.   
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Flight Timings & Connecting Travel Arrangements to Departure Airport 
All flight departure and arrival times are correct at the time of preparing each itinerary; however, airlines 
may change these times with little or no prior warning.  In practice such changes are only a few minutes 

either way and the final itinerary will show the actual times.  Clients making their own arrangements to 
get to the departure airport by air, rail, coach etc., should bare the above in mind if purchasing non-
refundable or non-changeable tickets.  Ian Allan Travel cannot be held responsible for any changes to 
flight times and any privately arranged travel tickets to the airport becoming invalid.  

 

Pre-departure 
For connecting flights from UK regional airports - please call Ian Allan Aviation Tours on 01753 671738 
for the latest special offers available. 
 

Airport Hotel and/or Car Parking 

We can offer special rates for the above at most UK airports, please ask for details. 

 

Pleasure Flights – Disclaimer 
Should you decide to undertake any pleasure/sightseeing flights that have not been offered or sanctioned 

by us, Ian Allan Travel Ltd will not be held liable for any injuries or death resulting thereon.  
   

* * * 


